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I) Introduction
“The Member States shall work together to enhance and develop their mutual political solidarity. They
shall refrain from any action which is contrary to the interests of the Union or likely to impair its
effectiveness as a cohesive force in international relations.”
Treaty on European Union, Art. 24, 3 (2016/C 202/01)

The focus of this work is to analyse the role of political risk perception in European countries and its
implications for future political risk management in Europe.
„Will the German-Russian gas pipeline fail?“ reads a German newspaper headline on September 7, 2020.
(von Marschall, 2020). According to the article, after more than four years of work and almost finished
constructions, three major risks could still endanger the energy infrastructure project Nord Stream 2
(NOST2) in Europe: legal, political, and economic risks. The press, science, and politicians comment on
risks arising from NOST2 in a wide range: from Germany that is accused not to act in consensus with its
EU-partners but would act against their interests up to calling NOST2 a geopolitical disaster.(von
Marschall, 2020; Markind, 2021)
Could it be that Germany ignored interests of EU-partners in a European project, or has political risk
management gone wrong and why?
It is well documented that potential risks were early assessed in environmental and economic contexts
(Bota, Krupa and Thumann, 2016; Gazprom, 2021), but indications of political risk perceptions are
missing. It triggers the assumption that NOST2 project planners underestimated the potential of conflicting
interests in European states, and how this would significantly affect European relations up to EU cohesion.
Does the perception of partner states’ interests play no role in the assessment of political risks in European
projects? How is political risk perception integrated into risk management? How could assessments of
perceptions have avoided political risks with potential to threaten European project cooperation?
To find answers, this work sheds light on the role of perceptions in political risk assessments in Europe.
It discusses how states anticipate political risks and outlines arguments in regards to the inclusion of
perceptions in complex decision making. NOST2 deals as a practical example to reflect on individual risk
perception in European state governments and societies. It investigates how NOST2 risks were dealt with,
what perceptions and misperceptions derived from it, it addresses its relevance for governance in Europe
and draws conclusions in order to equip political leaders with a set of questions to ask and avoid
misperceptions in future.
Sources of this work have primarily been collected from scientific literature, institutional databases, press
releases, think tank research and newspaper articles and internet research. In order to hear current
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perceptions from different perspectives, to individually assess their political risk detected in NOST2, and
to find solutions how and where the EU could handle political risks, interviews with representatives from
the EU Commission, France, Germany, and Poland were conducted as well as expert talks with security
advisors from within the EU. Some further talks were arranged under the Chatham House Rules and
generally inspired the content of this work. Sincere gratitude goes to all contributors who took time to
share their knowledge for this work.
Findings of research were combined in a toolkit to understand, analyse, mitigate and develop competency
to respond to a main risk that has been handled in this work: the EU’s cohesion and its core values.
This work aims to analyse the importance of perceptions in political risk assessments and to propose
respective tools for political decision makers in Europe.

II) Perception of political risks in the EU
Political risks and perceptions
“It is difficult to make predictions, especially about the future.” (Bohr et al., 2021)

Nord Stream 2 – political escalations that could have been avoided? The following chapter seeks answers
in political risk management, what it means to organisations, how risks can affect core values and
functioning of an organisation and how they are managed in the EU and its member states to secure a
coherent strategic development of the European Union both to the inside and to the outside.
Political risk management
What are political risks, and what does it mean to an organisation?
Risk management deals as a steering wheel for organisations to anticipate risks with special processes and
behaviours. It is used to navigate around chances and risks, identify, analyse, and rate potential threats that
could affect a status-quo of an organisation and protect an organisation against harmful elements.
(Romeike, 2018, pp.2–14) For enterprises, risk management has become an indispensable element of
international investment projects. To invest in or cooperate with foreign countries means to deal with
uncertainties. Uncertainties often result from of political scenarios, e.g. political instability or corruption.
According to the most recent annual Global Risk Reports by the World Economic Forum, interstate
relation fractions, interstate conflicts, and resource 2urostat2sation have been rated top political risks
perceived over the next 3-5 years. (Marsh McLennan, 2021, p.11) Other studies name internal conflicts
like nationalism, separatism, quality of the institutions in a host country, federalism, but also
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extraterritorial reach or social activism by events or opinions that ‘go viral’ as top political risks of our
times (Rice and Zegart, 2018, pp.30–31; Giambona, Graham and Harvey, 2017).
Such risks could be measured and managed based on both objective criteria and subjective perceptions.
Once a risk is detected, it could be assessed upon potential threats for individual principles, values or an
organisation’s status-quo before decisions are made to either avoid a risk or define one’s appetite for risks,
i.e. to accept it, manage it and to draw conclusions how to invest in a risky project. Political risks can also
be of external and internal character, thus could address organisations from the outside or from within
itself. As risk management to an organisation means to own and stress its most vulnerable core values,
decision making authority for risk management is usually subject to top ranks dealing with strategy
management. (Rice and Zegart, 2018, p.32; Romeike, 2018; Giambona, Graham and Harvey, 2017)
Organisations and political risks, categories, complexities, and culture
Whether in enterprises, institutions or organisations, risks can threaten a status-quo or strategy. Thus, it is
crucial for any organisation to understand its risk setting in which it needs to protect its values, core assets
and stay safe. In an organisation like the EU, basic constitutional treaties outline core values and define
institutions to protect them. What is protected in the EU? Both the TEU and TFEU constitute values and
major pillars of the functioning of the EU. The preamble of the TEU highlights its aim to promote peace,
security and progress in Europe, as well as to ensure the safety and security of its people. EU values are
outlined in TEU Art. 2, including respect for equality, non-discrimination or solidarity, and in Art. 3 TEU
it further states that “It shall promote economic, social and territorial cohesion, and solidarity among
member states.”(European Union, 2012a) To understand what needs to be secured in the EU also means
to watch out for what makes it function. Among one of the principle areas to be secured in the EU is the
sector of energy (TFEU Art. 4, 2, I, Art. 122, Art. 194 (European Union, 2012b)). Practical hints how to
secure its core values and functioning are given in various official documents, e.g. the European Union
Global Strategy that sets a framework for the EU’s strategic common actions, shared interests and
principles that are central for internal and external security (European Council, 2016).
As the EU categorizes external and internal security affairs, risk management knows countless options of
categories that can be built to qualify and quantify threats, depending on the nature of risks,
interdisciplinary relations or those who assess them. Assessments can depend on the perception of the risk
assessor and have proven to differ between risk averse and non-averse people, old and young, analysts
with a background in finances or not, and even differences in anticipating risks differently between
countries and cultures. (Slovic, 2000, p.220; Giambona, Graham and Harvey, 2017; Slovic, 1987; Weber
and Hsee, 1998; Kleinhesselink and Rosa, 1991) An awareness of different perceptions of all those criteria
turns out to be crucial when risks should be anticipated and managed in an international setting, such as
to conduct political risk management in a regional organisation like the EU. The more diverse an
3

organisation and its members, the more diverse perceptions of risks need to be understood. As complex
as it seems, as beneficial it could be to switch perspectives and understand other interests and perceptions
when dealing with multiple partners of different regional and cultural backgrounds. To highlight diversity
and leverage the potential of cultural differences in risk management could not only help to create and
achieve common targets within the EU but also push it a step further into the direction of building a
political legitimacy based on individually nourished norms by its members. (Weber and Hsee, 1998;
Schmidt, Wolf and Wurster, 2013)
Models, multi-disciplinary approach, analysis
Several basic models and assessment tools help to frame the
analysis of risks. A simple approach could be to divide threats
by those we know, assume to know, or do not know, yet, as
former US Minister of Defense Rumsfeld suggested – not to
be forgotten a fourth section of the “unknown known” or

Box 1: Three types of risks

“As we know, there are known knowns.
There are things we know we know. We also
know, there are known unknowns. That is to
say, we know there are some things we do

those risks we simply blind out although we could know

not know. But there are also unknown

them. (Rice and Zegart, 2018, p.141).

unknowns, the ones we don’t know, we don’t
know.”

With growing complexities and interrelations of risks rooted
in e.g. politics, economics, environmental or technological

(Rumsfeld, D. H., Department of Defense news briefings,
2002/02/12)

developments, numbers of adaptable models to conduct risk
assessments are increasing. Among common approaches to anticipate political risks are a four-step model
to understand, analyse, mitigate and finally to respond to risks (UAMR),
or a ‘(deterministic) scenario model’ that firstly based on analysis of risks then builds scenarios, which in
a third step would be evaluated and used to ‘learn from the future’. Increased interrelations of risks also
suggest increased complexities to qualify or quantify risk factors. (Romeike, 2018, p.60; Slovic, 2000,
p.220) Facing increasing complexities, cross-disciplinary analysis with scientific tools of psychology and
behavioural theory help to approach rating them.
Understand

Analyse

Mitigate

Respond

A two-factor analysis of risks is often applied to get a first qualified overview of a threat perception,
depending on whether or not a threat is perceived likely and to what extent it is perceived as impactful.
(Slovic, 1987; Kleinhesselink and Rosa, 1991)
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Whatever approach is chosen, assessments of political risks need a clear identification of relevant risk
indicators. Some are objectively qualifiable, regularly updated and publicly accessible, such as the Global
Risk Report by the WEF (Figure 1), individual reports on political instability (see Fragile States Index,
https://fragilestatesindex.org) or the Corruption Perception Index (Transparency International, 2020)
Other risks can be more subtle, depend on the perception of the assessor and as subjective risks often
require an analysis before they could be clearly identified.(Giambona, Graham and Harvey, 2017; Slovic,
1987)

Figure 1: Global Risks Landscape
“Methodology: Survey respondents were asked to assess the likelihood of the individual global risk on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 representing a
risk that is very unlikely and 5 a risk that is very likely to occur over the course of the next ten years. They also assessed the impact of each
global risk on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 representing a minimal impact and 5 a catastrophic impact.
To ensure legibility, names of the global risks are abbreviated.”
Source: The Global Risk Report 2021; World Economic Forum, 2021, p.12.
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Risk perception
To identify and rate a threat, not only to measure the objective severity of it is used as an indicator to
assess risks, but also an analysis of the individual subjective perception of the one who rates it. The key
to understand subjective risk perception lies in psychology and behavioural theory. Sensitivity to risks
results from a complex set of emotions, experiences, educational, or cultural knowledge and as such could
be of particular importance to policy makers in international organisations. In this set, emotions like
previous experiences, expectations as well as trust or distrust stimulate a collective cultural perception,
one of a situation that differs from a perception of a different culture. (Weber and Hsee, 1998; Romeike,
2018, pp.18–19) As emotional assessments, influences, and decisions are complex, particularly when
guiding citizen’s beliefs through policies scientists recommend “Psychology should inform the design of
risk policies that combine the expert’s knowledge with the public’s emotions and institutions.” (Kahneman,
2012, p.145)
Will a cost-benefit factor pay off if we consider an assumingly tricky, time-consuming procedure of EU’s
27 member states to be questioned independently upon their risk perceptions? In EU’s strategic foresight
documents, an analysis of threat perceptions combined with cultural differences has clearly asked to build
“(…) a political culture that rewards farsightedness and commitment devices of various kinds to ensure
that governments give adequate attention to future risks, threats, vulnerabilities, etc. It is important to
engage on a regular or ongoing, rather than one-off, basis with different perspectives of the future and to
forge new shared sense through the exchange of perspectives and the process of strategic
conversation.”(Wilkinson, 2017, p.8) Studies in different cultural groups have shown that cultural
differences influencing risk perceptions could be quantified as well as made predictable as an essential
indicator to assess risks in even most complex scenarios.(Weber and Hsee, 1998) It suggests that benefits
from risk perceptions by members’ aversions to hazards, which could be used as an early alert system to
shed light on indifferences or discrepancies in anticipating situations and threats no matter if from the inor outside of an organisation, outweigh costs of protecting its most precious values. (Slovic, 1987)
Risks from within - Security expert Gould-Davies reflects on political risk management for an international energy company:
“My biggest surprise was the uncertain position of this work. It did not feel well integrated into the business, nor did other
parts of the company generally understand its purpose. As a result, the most difficult challenge was not the core, outward work
of organizing engagement with our stakeholders, but the inward task of persuading colleagues why this engagement mattered
and how we could collaborate effectively.” (Gould-Davies, 2019)

For the EU it could mean for its most precious values, its core functions and principle areas to understand
how diverse risks are assessed by its members, not only to develop effective policy making (Slovic, 1987)
but also to defend itself, to ensure cohesion, and to promote diversity and solidarity among its members.
Studies suggest in reverse that if in an international organisation individual culturally based risk
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perceptions would not be taken into account, inner as well as outer threats could be risked to be blinded
out, remain unaddressed, or undetected and allow to endanger a status-quo of an organisation.
Back to the current three most severe global political risks of interstate relation fractions, interstate
conflicts, and resource geopolitisation (World Economic Forum, 2021, p.11): How do the EU and its
member states manage these risks, handle individual risk perceptions to protect EU core values, its
functioning, and to ensure cooperation, political solidarity among its member states and to act effectively
as a cohesive force in international relations. (TEU Art. 24, 3)?

Risk management in the EU
In a rapidly transforming environment of technological, social, environmental, economic and political
developments, challenges increase to predict chances and risks in future. The EU basically addresses
future challenges in two ways: by actively shaping the EU from the inside it and by responding to possible
risks from the outside.
Shaping the EU from the inside gained momentum with a new EU Commission’s presidency of 2019,
when the EU’s first strategic foresight report was published and since has given insights into the EU’s
current key strategic areas of development and action. One of the EU’s main principles is to embed
strategic foresight it defines as “(…) the discipline of exploring, anticipating and shaping the future – [that]
helps build and use collective intelligence in a structured and systematic way to anticipate developments
and better prepare for change.” (European Commission, 2020b, p.4)
The aim of shaping the EU’s future was already highlighted in the President’s mission letter to the
designated Vice President Šefčovič to use strategic foresight to better design laws and policy making and
“(…) to make full use of the knowledge, information and research within the Commission.“ (von der
Leyen, 2019) Several EU institutions since explicitly have followed to “(…) generate valuable knowledge
about possible futures (and much more).” (European Commission, 2021) Respective institutions are
manifold and among others include high-level Directorate-Generals of the EU Commission (e.g. IDEA or
JRC) or the European Parliament (EPRS, IPOL, EXPO). It could be assumed that these institutions also
handle risk managements, however, strategic foresight groups focus on shaping the future.
Approaches to create intelligence now used in foresight within the EU have a tradition dating back decades.
Ambitions to strategically shape the EU’s future rather recently gained attention. In the Commission’s
former European Political Strategy Centre (EPSC; now IDEA), a first set of methods to use strategic
foresight in the EU was published in 2017 (see: Wilkinson, 2017). Three years later, the EU Commission
published its first strategic foresight report, which highlights the EU’s aim to develop resilience in four
strategic areas: Society and economics, geopolitics, green and finally digital economies. Major areas of
the Union are now covered by a comprehensive foresight approach to develop best conditions for
7

intelligence-based policies, mitigate vulnerabilities, and strengthen capacities (European Commission,
2020b)
Shaping the future of the EU from within is centrally based on strategic foresight intelligence. Strategic
foresight approaches basically know methods to design the future. Now, where and how are political risks
anticipated in the EU?
Political risks and the EU
Political risks can address the EU in various complexities. Managing political risks in the EU logically
suggests to search for a consultation process of member states understanding, analysing, and mitigating
risks prior to drafting policies. However, EU risk management is more complex.
One complexity is to recognize political risks as both external or internal threats to the EU. A consultation
process for risk assessments of external threats to the EU derives from TFEU Article 222, is practically
covered by the CSDP or, pending on to whom it is addressed, assigned to multiple entities, e.g. the Union
Civil Protection Mechanism (European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2013). But where
would internal threats to the EU’s values, its integrity or identity be assessed? An approach to internal
threat assessments could be to analyse risk management analogous to the EU’s system of interaction on
national and EU levels in policy making: firstly, EU member states form EU policy making, and secondly
the EU forms an umbrella for EU policies. In other words, cooperation of member states of the EU should
lead to a consensus that is reflected in EU policy making. Transferring this approach to political risk
management, member states would firstly have to lay out their individually perceived risk assessments
before EU risk-proof policy actions could follow through consensus. However, the EU does not know
such a general systematic management of political, internal risks to the EU and its core values, yet.
Unlike general political risks management, sector specific risk assessments including political and
geopolitical threats are known to the EU. As such, the EU energy regulations of 2010 (No. 994/2010) and
2017 (No. 2017/1938) gradually introduced risk management processes to assess first geopolitical, later
political and geopolitical risks. Directive No. 2017/1938 in Article 7 installs a risk assessment process that
requires bi-annual EU integrated risk assessments (Art. 13) for technical but also political threats to the
energy sector (Art. 16) in order to better mitigate risks and optimise benefits for energy supplies (Art. 10).
These assessments are to be conducted by special risk groups of the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Gas (ENTSOG) in consultation with the Gas Coordination Group (GCG) and
influenced by simulations carried out on regional levels by the Regional Coordination System for Gas
(ReCo System for Gas). (European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2017) Related
simulations for risk assessments conducted in 2017 and 2020 focus on regional energy shortages and
infrastructure disruption scenarios, but they did not specifically address political risks that could disrupt
internal stability of the EU as a result of energy conflicts. (ENTSOG, 2017; Żeromski and Watine, 2020)
8

If the EU does not know a systematic approach to political risk management analogue to policy making,
then would it in reverse imply that member states were free to ignore potential risks and thus could do
harm to other states? An example from economic practice highlights that for EU member states common
EU interests are binding and cannot be overwritten by particular member states’ interests. Respective rules
on e.g. EU bilateral investments are clarified in bilateral investment treaties signed with countries outside
of the EU, the TFEU and through the Court of Justice of the EU. Additional jurisprudence from 2002 until
2017 underlined that “(…) when Single Market considerations and interests of the EU are concerned,
unified action (solidarity) is a requirement.”(Turksen, 2018, p.20) How to respect and enforce solidarity
among EU member states remains unanswered by legal effects in the EU.
The EU’s systematic approach to deal with political risks becomes clear with an example of common
tensions in the EU. According to Keukeleire and Delreux, one tension is the collision of e.g. external
objectives with internal objectives in EU foreign policy making. Internal objectives focus on mutual
interrelations of EU member states, their integration into the EU or EU identity objectives. External
objectives mainly focus on the EU’s external environment, which could range from security and defence
objectives to integration questions addressing migration into the EU. Compared to external objectives,
which are explicitly represented by the institution of the High Commissioner of the EU and its affiliated
body of the European External Action Service, and practically in details conceptualized in numerous
policies including the Common Security and Defence Policy, internal objectives not only often remain
disregarded by external observers to EU policy making but also miss out an institutionalized anchor other
than the general EU Commission’s responsibility to promote the Union’s interests according to TEU
Article 17, Article 2. (Keukeleire and Delreux, 2014, pp.24–25)
Box 2: Risk management in EU member countries – a view from France
According to the French Military School Strategic Research Institute (Institut de recherche stratégique de l’École militaire
(IRSEM), an example of assessments of political risks within the EU could be noted from the “European Intervention Initiative
(EI)”, the French led programme that “(…) aims at fostering the emergence of a European strategic culture, and particularly, at
reinforcing the ability Europeans have to act together”(Ministère des Armées, 2020). Underlining the geopolitical orientation
of the EU, the EI was launched between nine EU member states in 2018 and includes e.g. conducting risk scenarios to early
evaluate potential EU led military interventions. (Leonard, 2019; Ministère des Armées, 2020) Framed by the EI, the EU relies
on a scheme of regular conversations about security-sensitive topics, which are discussed and evaluated in scenarios to identify
potential military action implications on ministerial levels. (Expert talk IRSEM, 2021)
The EI system focuses on the identification of crisis in regions outside the EU and aims to early identify risks of possible military
intervention. Seemingly similar to functions of NATO, EI claims not to double but to complement them to detect “(…)“blind
spots” to be able to intervene, among Europeans.” (Ministère des Armées, 2020)
Political risks from the view of France in Europe could also be assessed individually, e.g. in working groups in various states or
regional groups like the Baltic states, in which individual methods of risk assessments would be developed depending on
specific issues. (Expert talk IRSEM, 2021)
9

Despite all risk management research, the EU Commission asks questions connected to risk and security in single projects (e.g.
5G, health diplomacy, foreign investment agreements) but not in general to ensure EU member unity cohesion.
Inspired by an expert talk with Dr. Pierre Haroche, Chercheur Sécurité européenne, IRSEM – Institut de recherche stratégique
de l´École militaire, 19.03.2021 (Haroche, 2021)

As we have seen above that understanding objective political risks and their roots in culturally connected
subjective threat perceptions are crucial to manage an organisation’s security from the inside and against
threats from ‘out there’, for the EU’s to secure its status-quo as an organisation, protect its values and
functions by cooperating member states, a comprehensive integration of risk management into principal
areas of security is indispensable in times of increasing complexities.

III) Focus: Political risk management and Nord Stream 2
How could current EU risk management practices handle NOST2? Have the EU and its member states
had a functioning risk management in process to early detect its threats to an inner cohesion of the EU as
well as to potential outer threats to the organisation?

Basics of Nord Stream 2
“The Lisbon treaty identifies energy security as one of the EU’s tasks – and, clearly, it should therefore cover the Nord Stream
pipeline, which, when construction is complete, will deliver Russian natural gas under the Baltic Sea to Germany, the EU’s
biggest economy.” (Kolarska-Bobinska, 2010)

This statement marked one of the manifold expectations prior to “Nord Stream” (NOST), a pipeline project
to deliver natural gas from Russia to Germany in 2010. (Izvestia - Moscou, 2009; Sobczyk, 2010; Courrier
International, 2007) Soon, responses from within the EU Commission’s chief NOST lobbyist clarified the
project as “(…) a commercial investment and not a political project.” (Sass, 2010b) Overcoming all critical
political, environmental or security concerns, NOST1 was built and started to stream gas in 2011. (Nord
Stream AG, 2011)
Four years later, a second Nord Stream pipeline project (NOST2) followed. NOST2 officially started with
a signing ceremony for a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) by energy companies Gazprom, e.on,
Shell and OMV at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF) on June 18, 2015. It aimed
at building a second pipeline mostly in parallel to the 2011 (Figure 2) built NOST1 to connect ports for
direct gas supplies from Russia to Germany.
On April 24, 2017, the project’s financing framework was confirmed as the “Nord Stream 2 AG” company
consortium in Paris. Russia’s state-owned energy giant Gazprom became a sole shareholder with 50%, the
other half being financed by some of the EU’s largest energy companies from the Netherlands (Royal
10

Dutch Shell), Austria (OMV), France (Engie), and Germany (Wintershall and Uniper). (Gazprom, 2021;
Łoskot-Strachata and Kardaś, 2017)
With a landing port in German territory, the approval within the EU followed a German legal process.
According to the German Law, NOST2 has been regularly and legally approved by the responsible
authority “German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency” in combination with the “German
Federal Mining Act” on March 16, 2018. This administrative process does not know any political risk
assessment necessary to formally approve pipeline constructions.(UVP Portal, 2018; Federal Ministry for
Environment, 2021; Rathke, 2018)
As its predecessor, NOST2 was communicated as a ‘solely commercial project’. And as NOST1, this
commercial attribute to NOST2 has sparked increasingly controversial discussions among EU member
states and Europe over political and geopolitical risks, as well as about Germany getting to accustomed in
its leadership role in the EU, which “(…) could deepen the political rifts within the bloc, fuelling a
renationalization of energy policies in Central and Eastern Europe as countries in the region see that their
energy security interests are not being defended by Brussels and Berlin.”(Umbach, 2017; Rashish, 2017)

Figure 2: The European natural gas pipeline network.
Copyright: DIW Berlin - Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung e.V. Neumann et al., 2018.
‘Natural gas supply: no need for another Baltic Sea pipeline.’ DIW Weekly Report 27/2018, Volume 8, p. 243. [online] Available at:.
https://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/diw_01.c.593663.de/dwr-18-27-1.pdf. [Accessed: 2 February 2021].
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Among countless critical voices regarding NOST2 including questions on prospected increasing gas
demands in Europe, feared overreliance from Russian gas supplies despite the aim to diversify the energy
sector, the project’s economic rentability, environmental concerns and more, (Wettengel, 2021) further
crucial political issues arose: NOST2 is said to have caught many by surprise (interview Polish
Government, 2021; interview EU Commission, 2021; Lang and Westphal, 2017, p.27). EU member states
complained not to have been informed or integrated into discussions about NOST2 plans prior the MoU,
nor were their interests respected in light of a project that was meant to pave new ways for the whole EU’s
energy infrastructure. This fact was early highlighted by a group of seven European countries who jointly
addressed the Vice-President of the EU Commission in 2015 and addressed several “alarming aspects”
NOST2 could bring to Europe. (Lang and Westphal, 2017, p.29; interview Polish Government, 2021;
Gotev, 2015b) This fact becomes particularly important in a context that just four months before NOST2
was unveiled, the EU Commission declared a new Energy Union strategy as its key priority, with the aim
to further safeguard the security of gas supplies through diversification, based on the ideas of trust and
solidarity. (European Commission, 2015) Could states in the spirit of the EU’s Energy Union basic
principles of cooperation and solidarity have been expected to install a communication process to
exchange with other members before signing a MoU? While single countries saw the Energy Union as a
threat (Gotev, 2015a), others underline the internal energy market progress and argue that the EU’s aim
to strengthen its internal energy market “(…) should not have been watered down nor bent for political
reasons, (…) foreign policy and security objectives, concretely towards Ukraine, should not be
undermined by energy policy decisions”, and internal cohesion within EU member states should not be
put at risk. (Lang and Westphal, 2017)
The EU’s core values of solidarity, cohesion, foreign policy towards European neighbours, and the
strategy of an Energy Union were put on risk by one project that claims to be solely commercial, NOST2.
What tools or duties have the EU and its member states known and used to prevent this ‘geopolitical
disaster’(Markind, 2021)?
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EU-Russia relations and natural gas
Energy and security relations in Europe and Russia
Table 1

Source: Eurostat, 2021. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat, code: nrg_bal_c

Table 2

Source: Eurostat, 2021. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database

To understand the EU energy situation prior to NOST2, it requires a jump back in time when energy
markets in the years before 2015 had started to undergo transformations. The EU’s usage of natural gas
constantly decreased, renewables and biofuels increased and imports of natural gas in the EU respectively
went down (Table 1). This downwards trend in natural gas demands in the EU posed a risk for Russia, for
the time being the EU’s biggest energy supplier and the EU being one of Russia’s main markets for its
fossil fuels. Russia has been significantly dependent on gas trade to Europe, took an estimated 60% share
of its growth from oil and gas exports there, and including other natural resources they made up to 75%
of Russia’s total exports in 2015. (Nesvetailova, 2015; Haukkala, H, in Casier and DeBardeleben, 2019,
p.55) Facing transformations in natural gas markets, Russia started to look for alternatives to secure its
economy and built strategies, such as a mid-term strategy to hold influence in European gas markets as
long as possible. For Russia to increase its energy export capacities to Europe, thus, meant a both political
and economic urgency, for which it strengthened its influence in European countries by what some rated
“(…) vigorously lobbying against any alternative non-Russian pipelines” (Nanay and Kalicki in Kalicki
and Goldwyn, 2013, p.196). Russia pushed the promotion of new Russian pipelines to Europe’s north, i.e.
a new line of Nord Stream, and a project to supply Europe’s South by a new South Stream pipeline.
(Kalicki and Goldwyn, 2013, p.196) The promotion went along with billions of Euros as foreign direct
investments (FDI) into strategic partner countries in the EU (Table 2) to support its national interests,
which went from stock markets into energy sectors and more; an investment trend that was not reflected
by the EU, who in return only invested millions into Russia. (Turksen, 2018, p.37)
Russia’s energy ‘carrot-and-sticks’
Russia’s generous bilateral strategic energy investments have become known as ‘petro-carrots’ to partners,
and Russia has also shown to hand out ‘petro-sticks’ to political opponents, a situation that several
European states had experienced through political weapons like changed price policies or even energy cut13

offs from Russia: in 2006 Russia stopped gas supplies to Ukraine for four days, in 2007 oil supplies to
Belarus were cut, and Russia halted supplies again in 2009 during the Russian-Ukrainian gas crisis, which
also affected EU member states that received energy through a Ukrainian pipeline. (Newnham, 2011;
Turksen, 2018, p.1)
Russia’s energy ‘carrots-and-sticks’ bilateral investment approach that carries dual-use functions to
promote geopolitical or geo-economic interests through energy relations, shows clear attributes of political
risk to partner countries and as such raised eyebrows in the EU. Combined with a decreasing energy
demand, and a common energy transition trend away from fossil fuels towards renewable energies, calls
for diversification of the energy supply sector, security for gas supplies and strengthened market structures
in the EU became gradually louder. While the EU laid a cornerstone for an internal energy market with an
‘energy package’ in 2009, some EU member states were using the moment to become more independent
from Russian gas supplies. Others, however, bet on good friendships with Russia, such as the lobby around
former German chancellor Schroeder. Lobbyists stimulated by ‘carrots’ from Russia are known to strongly
influence energy policies on multiple levels. Most attention and fierce critique from the public were
brought towards Schroeder or former Austrian foreign minister Kneissl for their strong relations to the
Russian government elite with prestigious functions in the Russian energy sector, functions they arguably
use to accelerate national German or Austrian project interests like NOST2. (von Salzen, 2016; Popławski,
2016; Goncharenko, 2021; Khrennikova and Tanas, 2021; Dempsey, 2016)
The EU internal energy market and political risk management
One of the EU’s first significant steps to strengthen an internal EU energy market was its call for
transparency in gas pricings in Europe, constituted first in 2003, added by a directive concerning gas
supply in 2004 and repealed by a new EU regulation no. 994/2010 in 2010. Transparent pricing should
not only stimulate more cooperation among members in the EU to jointly ask for fair prices from suppliers
like Russia, but also strengthen the development of an internal energy market. (Turksen, 2018, p.39;
European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2010)
The EU has, hence, adopted a number of regulations and directives since 1996, first to set up an internal
energy market and later to focus on increased security for its energy infrastructures. Among most
significant progresses for natural gas trade were the introductions of measurements for diversification,
unbundling, and securing gas supplies, starting from the third energy package 2009.(European Parliament,
2020a; Box 4)
Box 3: The EU’s energy market on secure gas supply and risk assessments (selection)
Measures to address market access, transparency and regulation, consumer protection, to support interconnection, and
adequate levels of supply have existed since 1996 with the aim to build a more competitive, customer-centred, flexible, nondiscriminatory EU energy market. Legal basis are TFEU Articles 194 and 114.
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•

1998: First energy package on gas liberalisation was adopted

•

2003: Second energy package on gas adopted enabling customers to freely choose their suppliers

•

2004: Gas directive (No. 2004/67/EC) on first measures to safeguard the security of natural gas supply

•

2009: Third energy package adopted, aiming to liberalise the EU internal gas market; rated by some as a cornerstone for
the implementation of the EU internal energy market

•

2009: Gas directive (No. 2009/73/EC) concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas incl. measures on
the implementation of effective unbundling

•

2010: Gas directive (No. 994/2010, repealing 2004/67/EC) concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply
incl. to ensure diversification of gas routes and gas sources for the EU

•

2015: Energy Union package to safeguard energy supplies and diversification

•

2017: Regulation (No. 2017/1938 in force, repealing 994/2010) concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas
supply; to boost solidarity and trust between member states in light of effects of partial or complete disruption of gas
supplies from Russia and purely national approaches that endanger the security of member states in the event of severe
disruption; to strengthen prevention and crisis report mechanisms, suggest risk management practices incl. measure to
address political and geopolitical risks

•

2019: Fourth energy package adopted, addressing renewable energies

•

2019: Gas directive (No. 2019/692 in force, amending 2009/73/EC) with key provisions of the gas directive immediately
applicable to cross-border-pipelines with third countries to ensure that no current, planned and future gas infrastructure
project between an EU member state and a third country distorts the energy single market or weakens its security

(European Parliament, 2020a; European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2019, 2010, 2009, 2017)

Political risks in a context to forecast and ensure the security for energy supplies across the EU were first
given attention to a year after repeatedly energy cuts from Russia, namely with explicit reference to assess
geopolitics in an EU directive for natural gas in 2010, right in the planning phase of NOST1 and five years
prior to NOST2. In Article 9:c, the directive called for risk assessments of geopolitical threats to energy
supplies wherever appropriate, and asked for assessments of possible consequences of threats. (No.
994/2010, Article 9:c European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2010) The EU has since
taken a course to strategically focus on energy safety for its EU members, which gradually increased
attention on safeguarding energy supplies in light of conflicts with Russia. This was most clearly expressed
in the 2017 regulation on measures to safeguard the security of gas supply, No. 2017/1938. In several
articles it points out to possible disruptions to the EU’s gas market, and it explicitly analysed Russia in
Article 5 including “(…) effects from partial or complete disruption of gas supplies from Russia and
concluded that purely national approaches are not very effective (…)” (European Parliament and Council
of the European Union, 2017). For the first time in EU gas regulations, it dedicated various articles and
chapters to detailed measures of risk management, now considering both political and geopolitical risks
as possible threats to be assessed. In practice, starting from 2017, energy risks have been assessed with a
competence to technically focus on eventual supply disruptions, as risk simulations by appointed
competent authorities incl. ENTSOG show. (ENTSOG, 2017; Żeromski and Watine, 2020) This shows
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that the EU knows strategic and sector specific risk assessments to detect the security of e.g. its energy
supply structures. How risks threatening the EU’s core values should be assessed, how an early alert
system to detect and assess (geo-) political risks to the EU’s core values should be handled, has not been
defined, yet.
Risk evaluations prior to NOST2
Risk evaluations prior to the start of NOST2 mainly were conducted in the field of environment. NOST2
AG outlines a number of risk assessments, and later added investment calculations that could be rated as
economic risk assessments. (Nord Stream 2 AG, 2017) In the frameworks of risk management processes
known to the EU, no signs of political risks that were comprehensively discussed or assessed before
NOST2 could be found, nor were they published by any EU assigned Competent Authority for energy
responsible to detect geopolitical risks for energy supplies from 2010 onwards or by NOST2 AG itself.

IV) Regional perceptions
Once NOST2 was unveiled in 2015, discussions started and have gradually divided European states on a
mixture of security, political, energy, economic and logistical issues. Supporters of the project, above all
Germany, followed by Austria, have seen NOST2 as a commercial project and an instrument to hold good
political relations with Russia. Some states have changed their minds over the years and turned from
supporters into opponents like France. A large number including various Eastern European states like
Poland, the Baltic States, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, but also Denmark, or the United Kingdom,
teamed up in various formations, wrote joint letters to the European Commission or appeared in the
formation of ‘Visegrad Four’ (V4) to give more weight to voices of smaller states in Eastern and Central
Europe. These complaints have repeatedly highlighted security concerns, mainly for Russian impacts in
their gas markets, risks of gas price changes, their role as gas transit countries, or the EU’s Energy Union
strategy to diversify its internal energy markets to be disrespected by the two NOST pipelines to possibly
receive to 80% of European gas through Russia’s pipelines in future. Shortly after 2015, NOST2 gained
superregional attendance, as the United States have started to fiercely oppose a new gas pipeline to be
built between Russia and Germany. (further reading: EURACTIV.com with AFP, 2015; Gotev, 2015b;
Lang and Westphal, 2017, pp.28–34; Łoskot-Strachota, Bajczuk and Kardaś, 2018; Denková and Gotev,
2015)
In an attempt to outline reasons why NOST2 could have led to increasing divisions among European states,
and with a special focus on risk perceptions by EU member states, this chapter shows how differently
European countries perceived and addressed political risks they identified towards other countries and the
EU. Questions if escalations of NOST2 conflicts could have been avoided and how assessments of risk
perceptions could have helped to prevent ‘geopolitical disasters’ will be reflected with a focus on the
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anticipation of risks by three EU countries and the EU Commission. Interviews with experts have been
conducted to assess individual perceptions, to discuss threats and to evaluate possible solutions to prevent
escalations due to political risks in future.
Following the direction of the NOST2 gas flow, from East to West four European perspectives will be
introduced with a brief summary of main motivations to interact with NOST2 and an outline of their
respective political interests, complemented by an interview that underlines key statements.

Poland
Reactions from Poland since the project start of NOST2 have been continuously critical. Aside of
economic and logistical concerns, two political issues have been outstanding, including geopolitical
concerns over its security and complaints about missing compliance with the European goals of energy
supply diversification.
National security
Long before NOST2, the first pipeline project from Russia to Germany was opposed with criticism by
former Polish Defence Minister Sikorski in 2006, as Poland reportedly “(…) had not been consulted over
a project with major security implications.” (Taylor, 2011) Hence, it was not surprising, when similar
complaints became loud after NOST2 was unveiled. The Polish Government has since raised continuous
concerns of national security and overreliance of Russia’s resources for the EU. Concerns towards Russia
ranked high in Poland’s national defence plan of 2016, which rated policies from Russia as aggressive and
threatening to national security. It also explicitly highlighted the necessity to widen the scope of security
issues to energy supplies and the related importance of energy diversification. (Ministerstwo Obrony
Narodowej, 2017)
EU compliance
To ask for transparency and support by the EU, just three months after SPIEF, Poland joined seven EU
states to sign a letter for regulatory scrutiny and respective discussion at the EU’s summit in December
2015. (Gotev, 2015b; Lang and Westphal, 2017, p.29) This marked one of Poland’s first official steps
against to raise concerns over a missing inclusion of the NOST2 project into an EU political framework.
The Polish perspective continuously stated that the new gas pipeline would make Europe more dependent
on Russian gas imports and “(…) would make a mockery of European attempts to diversify its energy
sources.” (Dempsey, 2016) One of Poland’s most significant contributions to defend the EU’s internal
energy market was its role in a derogation process filed by NOST2 AG to the German energy regulator
Bundesnetzagentur in May 2020. NOST2 asked to be exempted from the 2019 EU Energy Directive for
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unbundling, a process for which Poland was heard by its Oil and Gas Company PGNiG and voted that
NOST2 did not qualify for an exemption.(Eckert, 2020; Energy Facts, 2020)
Box 4: Interview with a Representative of the Polish Government, Embassy of the Republic of Poland, 23.03.2021
Q1: Could Nord Stream 2 political escalations have been avoided?
It is difficult to say if escalations could have been avoided due to the character of the Nord Stream project. We realised that
geopolitics were the most important element in Nord Stream 2 that led to a clash of interest of European states, and the
geopolitical question is not easy to be solved. Maybe a new gas transit opportunity would have been a good idea, but the way
it was implemented in Nord Stream was not. A gas pipeline transit via Latvia and Lithuania could have been much cheaper
solution and created a higher level of interdependence among member states of the EU than the Nord Stream project plan.
Poland often looks back to the 50’s and 60’s when a declared goal was to make members independent to participate in a
process, a process in which members usually had to compromise.
In this project, the principles of both independence and interdependencies were given up. All happened facing a topic that is
one of the most important, fundamental cornerstones for Europe: Energy and Security. We argue that alternative proposals
should have been taken into consideration; alternative models that were cheaper and more environmental friendly.
Q2: Following the announcement of Nord Stream 2 project plans in 2015, were political risks evaluated?
Nord Stream 2 is an exacerbation of Nord Stream 1. How did Poland react? Poland promoted the Baltic pipeline to use more
gas supplies from Norway, it increased communications with Lithuania, Latvia, and Slovakia, and it promoted a redirection of
gas supplies to Ukraine. Main goals of Poland were to diversify its energy supply mix, and to neutralise tremendous impacts of
Russia in EU energy relations perceived as an energy monopoly to the EU as well as a geopolitical threat. Concrete fears most
importantly included unfair prices dictated by Russia, as Poland well remembers examples of Russia’s energy price policies
imposed to Belarus, Germany, and Poland in a highly imbalanced, rather random, and as such unpredictable manner.
Q3: To whom were concerns of political risks directed? How were concerns being dealt with?
Starting from the very beginning of Nord Stream, Poland’s interests were brought forward in every possible scenario, from
demarches to multilateral or bilateral talks and discussions with the EU Commission or Council. Poland’s concerns are less
focused on direct implications to Poland’s national security but on the security of its neighbouring countries including Ukraine
down to Slovakia. Russia has already heavily intervened in Georgia and Ukraine in the more recent past, and as having a strong
interest not to be confronted with more Russian expansive ideas at its very borders, Poland strongly supports its buffer zones
towards Russia in Russian-independent Eastern European countries, and it does not support to open Russia another door to
expand its “Russian near abroad” plans into European territory. These considerations are long-term considerations. Long-term
territorial considerations seem to have little weight in e.g. Germany and would easily be downplayed in favour of short-termed
economic interests. Current diplomacy shows that if an argument of geopolitical character has once been rejected in
discussions, there would be no way to go into detail and illustrate short-term economic interests of a single member state
versus long-term security issues of the whole union, yet.
Germany’s economy is overwhelmingly strong and dominates German politics in Nord Stream 2. Its economy seems to mostly
support Nord Stream 2, therefore German politicians have little to argue in opposition to this project. Unlike in France, where
Nord Stream 2 does not play a major role in economics or energy supply, the French government has minor political interests
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to heavily discuss Nord Stream 2 publicly. France does not see a benefit in generally strongly opposing German interests in light
of this project.
Q4: Which questions had to be asked in order to have avoided an escalation of political dissent among EU partner states?
The EU system itself is already great to evaluate any changes or perceptions among member states. However, some states do
not seem to take each other seriously. It seems that some Western EU states expect Eastern EU states to be policy takers rather
than policy makers. Why does an EU member fear to let others participate in EU decision making? The more economically
strong states are, the more they tend to attempt to rule over weaker states. Poland strongly emphasises independencies and
interdependencies of EU member states, taking each member state more seriously when acting and allowing participation in
decision making processes in EU topics.
Q5: What lessons could be learned from Nord Stream 2 for future projects with European dimension?
If a powerful side would decide to go on its own, then there would be no help for less powerful states to be heard. The key to
a future harmonious EU member states’ solidarity would be to change perceptions.
It would be fantastic to have a communication process in the EU installed that would – without adding a bureaucratic monster
– help bringing EU member states’ perceptions in critical questions, which e.g. address long-term security or EU member states’
solidarity issues, on a table and have everyone being heard before decisions would be made.
(Representative of the Foreign Ministry of Poland, 2021)

Germany
Germany has played a main and most critical part in NOST2. Yet, the German government was reportedly
surprised by the new pipeline project announced at SPIEF, even though some of Germany’s largest energy
companies were project partners and respective plans had been known for years. (Lang and Westphal,
2017; Kalicki and Goldwyn, 2013, p.196) Keeping in mind that Germany already in 2014, just months
before the SPIEF, had witnessed how security in Europe was threatened by Russia’s annexation of Crimea,
right from the start of NOST2 the German government was asked for a political position, a position to
handle risks arising from cooperation with Russia. Expectations to take an official position have
consistently been rejected by Germany’s government in favour for a clear separation of trade and politics,
as the German Foreign Ministry last reaffirmed in December 2020.(Federal Foreign Office, 2020) The
German government also sees this as a logic consequence according to German law. German Basic Law
includes two core components corresponding to the EU’s social market economy, i.e. free and competitive
markets as well as social security; this leads to the general leading opinion in Germany that the state should
not interfere in economic decisions.(Willgerodt, 2021) Pipeline constructions in Germany are regulated
under the “German Federal Mining Act”; and according to German law, NOST2 has been legally approved
in March, 2018. (Federal Ministry for Environment, 2021; UVP Portal, 2018) The fact that the German
government has been unwilling to oppose NOST2, thus can be traced back to the administratively correct
process of a legal project approval, but can also be understood from a German perspective that NOST2 in
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2015 seemed to bring political benefits (recalling German narratives): Germany’s energy supply could be
secured, strong and friendly ties with Russia could have been strengthened, new jobs were planned, or
centre-party power would have been promoted. The German legislators had no formal reason to consult
EU members for NOST2 approval, but the German government could have earlier assessed and managed
political risks arising over dissent on NOST2. For what price has the German government preferred not
to touch upon NOST2? What has been Germany’s risk appetite in NOST2?
Blind spot on international political risks?
Germany’s approach to clearly divide political and economic interests has been increasingly challenged
in recent years. In 2017, an official request if NOST2 from a German perspective would act against the
goals of the European Energy Union and TFEU Art. 194, was answered by the German Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy, who saw the pipeline project as fully beneficial to the EU instead of creating
any conflict with the Energy Union. This perspective was neither shared by the EU Commission, nor by
many EU member states and stimulated questions on Germany’s solidarity towards EU members.
(German Bundestag, 2017; Westphal, 2021)
The German government’s reactions not only suggested blind spots for threats in EU solidarity and
compliance, but also in international political escalation potentials. Political risks of energy conflicts in
Europe arising over gas transits between Ukraine and Russia were once addressed in 2018, when the
German government supported to hold trilateral Ukraine-Russia-EU negotiations on a new agreement on
gas transits to Europe via the territory of Ukraine and in this context first admitted that NOST2 would
entail political implications.(Ukrinform, 2018; Meister, 2019)
Despite its interaction in Ukraine-Russia-EU relations, Germany’s politics clearly mirror that it has
concentrated on domestic political risks. In the case of Russian opposition leader Navalny, who received
medical treatments in Germany after he got poisoned suspectedly by Russia, returned to Russia, got
detained and was denied medical treatments. This political case has received international attendance and
raised fundamental concerns of credibility and trust in the German government, how it on one hand would
lead an international community to defend human rights violated by other states, condemn Russian
aggressions towards Ukraine’s Donbass or Crimea, handle Russian poison attacks like in Salisbury, a
murder in a park in Berlin, and cyber-attacks on EU territory, while on the other hand it would actively
promote a project that is within the EU widely regarded as a geopolitical plan to expand Russian influence
in Europe and therefore projects multiple threats to the EU. (Reuters, 2021; BBC, 2020; Euractiv, 2021;
Karlsbro et al., 2021; Kiesewetter, 2020)
As risks mostly appear in a slightly unknown form, none of the typical risk types applies here.(Box 1)
Risk management practice suggests that in this case Germany has proven a blind spot for political threats
in international affairs. But once detected, risk management practice also offers solutions to respond to
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threats, assuming that risk takers are willing to manage risks.(Rice and Zegart, 2018, p.16) In the light of
rising threats from Russia towards the EU, stimulated by the Navalny case and accelerated by sanctions
from the United States towards NOST2’ affiliated companies in the EU, on January 20, 2021, the European
Parliament reacted and called on all EU member states to critically review cooperation with Russia as well
as to immediately stop the completion of NOST2.(Karlsbro et al., 2021, p.7) Six days later, the German
government commented not to acknowledge correlations between NOST2 and the Navalny case. (Euractiv,
2021) How big has the German government’s risk appetite grown in a conflict in which it is challenged
on an international stage both for its solidarity with the EU and loyalty towards human rights violations?
To find hints for Germany’s risk management and respective motives, a look behind the German political
curtain could help to unfold its position and interests regarding NOST2.
Germany’s political parties, divided into Nord Stream 2 supporters and opponents
Germany’s government has been divided over NOST2 into supporters and opponents. The project is
widely understood to be opposed by main parties including Christian Democratic Union (CDU), Greens
(Grüne), Free Democrats (FDP) and supported mainly by the Social Democratic Party (SPD). (Dempsey,
2016; Popławski, 2016; Maas, 2015) Most prominent support NOST has received from former German
Chancellor Schroeder (SPD), who pushed German-Russian energy relations and took official positions in
Russian energy sectors soon after he was succeeded by Chancellor Merkel (CDU) in 2005. Schroeder’s
lobby and the SPD have been main decision makers in German NOST2 politics. (Table 3)

Table 3: Nord Stream 2 and German politicians.
Source: Own data research. Database: Wikipedia, 2021. Available at: http://de.wikipedia.org, accessed 2021/05/01.

In a German political setting of a steady decrease of trust in traditional German centre-parties like SPD
and CDU, combined with domestic risks of rising right-wing parties promising an “Alternative for
Germany”(AfD), Chancellor Merkel was noticed to have backed the narrative of a ‘solely commercial’
pipeline project of NOST to strengthen centre-party power and avoid conflicts with the SPD.(Dempsey,
2016) How the German government perceived its position dealing with NOST2 was officially commented
by the German Federal Minister for Environment Schulze (SPD) in 2021. She explained that by potential
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government attempts to have stopped NOST2 it “(…) had risked a lawsuit and could have destroyed a lot
of efforts Germany made to build up its rule of law system.” (Federal Ministry for Environment, 2021) It
confirms the assumption that Germany’s greatest concern regarding NOST2 has been of a domestic kind
(legal, administrative, political).
Domestic interests also merge with regional interests, which is most visibly in the German State of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, home of the two landing ports of NOST pipelines. In one of Germany’s
structurally and economically weakest regions, NOST2 promised jobs and raised hope in this State, and
in return, if the project failed, would bring suffer. Easily understood by politicians, NOST2 was promoted.
The promotion, however, by far exaggerated expectations and got overshadowed by a European wave of
critique, when State Minister Schwesig (SPD) founded a “Climate and Environment Protection
Association” in 2021, supposedly financed with 60 mio. EUR by NOST2 AG, critically regarded to be a
lobby project for NOST2 and currently on a watch list of various organisations, including Transparency
International for suspected corruption. (Ludmann, 2021; Euractiv, 2021)
Germany, Russia, and nostalgia
Another important hint for Germany’s promotion of a new pipeline lies in historically grown relations
with Russia. While some EU member states share a vivid memory in anticipating Russian politics as a
threat to national security, some Germans and Russians share a mutual nostalgic fascination. Russia’s
President Putin openly spoke of his nostalgic feelings for his once-upon-a-time days in Eastern Germany
(Williams, 2009), and German fascination for the former Soviet Union is expressed in “Ostalgia”, which
until today still inspires institutions including the powerful “German Eastern Business Association” (Box
6). In addition, a new „European Ostpolitik“, deriving from Western Germany’s politics until 1989 to
formally connect Eastern Germany and Eastern European States through a “change through approach”
principle influences German politicians and foreign policy makers until today, complemented by the
German foreign policy principle of “change through trade”, to smoothen critical partnerships through
closer economic cooperation. The German political spirit of change that dates back to the 1960’s has now
come under attack: Rivalling systems do not adjust their politics to German principles, an experience that
German politicians are still in progress to realize, whether with Russia or rising superpowers like China.
Instead of nostalgic foreign policies, voices for a German Realpolitik become louder. (Meister, 2019;
Kiesewetter, 2020)
Top German politicians driven by the “change through approach” towards Russia include German Federal
President Steinmeier (SPD), who in the light of conflicts and sanctions with Russia, of EU member states’
diplomatic rows with Russia, human rights disputes over Russia’s treatments of political opponents or
Russian military aggressions towards Ukraine, spoke of a German diplomatic course of approaching
Russia in order to keep bridges that Germany has built with Russia in the energy sector, particularly
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referencing to NOST2.(Münstermann and Döbler, 2021) With goodwill to regard NOST2 as a bridgebuilder and dreams of achieving constructive politics with Russia, cynic voices argue that at one side of
this bridge Germany now faces political conflicts with the partners in the EU and allies in the US, hurting
its credibility to all sides in the long term.(Thumann, 2021; Westphal, 2021; Meister, 2019)
Driven by nostalgic sentiments in German-Russian relations, its unilateral “change through (trade)
approach” towards Russia, a focus on firstly domestic benefits and secondly domestic political threats plus
a blind spot on risks from being perceived as practically decoupling itself from its role and responsibilities
as an EU member, Germany has shown a very high risk appetite to promote NOST2.
How were political risk assessments anticipated from experts? Two talks with advisors to the German
government were conducted to shed light on how Germany shrugged of risk concerns.
Box 5: Expert talk with Dr. Frank Umbach, Head of Research EUCERS/ CASSIS, 29.04.2021
Were political risks surrounding NOST2 assessed in Germany?
Political risks are hardly noticed by anyone who does not have a background in politics. Risks associated with NOST2 were
mainly assessed upon their energy supply and economic impacts. Statistics have disappeared to prove the risk of prospective
energy scarcity in the EU and therefore anticipated needs for more energy supplies from Russia since 2016, hardly any reliable
data can be accessed for energy imports and the German Office for Export Control has changed statistical categories for e.g.
gas imports from supplying countries. It is hard to get neutral evidence for risk assessments, and risk assessments were rather
conducted by economists for economists. Political risks were accessed by e.g. think tanks, but whether addressed from advisors,
think tanks, or from other EU states and the Commission, they were mostly left unheard. A German fascination for Russia with
a strong political voice is active in associations like the German Eastern Business Association, which actively promotes smooth
economic cooperation and shows no interest in political conflicts with Russia. It should be considered to make security decisions
by majority vote in the EU.
German politicians appear to solve their internal party conflicts and domestic politics in a ‘Berlin bubble’ (Berlin as the centre
of the German government) and blind out in a ‘cognitive dissonance’ any European dimension of their action.
(Umbach, 2021)

While some advisors have early addressed political risks resulting from NOST2 and extended cooperation
with Russian gas suppliers (see: German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Federal Academy
for Security Policy), the German government, however, insisted to focus on economic chances for a closer
cooperation with Russia, handling NOST2 from a national perspective disconnected from interests it was
expected to defend respectively for the EU.
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Box 6: Interview with Dr. Franziska Holz, Deputy Head of Energy, Transportation, Environment Department, German
Institute for Economics, 05.03.2021
Q1: Could Nord Stream 2 political escalations have been avoided?
NOST2 shows repetitive patterns with former issues known of NOST1, including complaints of European states raising
geopolitical concerns, being circumvented as a gas transit country, and consequently missing out natural gas transit fees in
future.
Gas capacities of NOST2 amount to more than half of the total natural gas consumption in Germany. There is no need for such
a huge additional energy infrastructure, as decreasing natural gas consumption is expected in Germany despite a gradual
withdrawal from nuclear and coal energy sources until 2035.
Interestingly, the United States have played no role in NOST1. Until 2015, the role of US has not been discussed at all. Starting
from roughly 2017, US opened its energy markets to export LNG, which became one of President Trump’s favourite topics.
Q2: Following the announcement of Nord Stream 2 project plans in 2015, were political risks evaluated?
Germany single-mindedly handled NOST2, hardly went into any consultation process with neighbouring countries. Germany
rejected political dimension of NOST2.
There is no increasing gas import necessity. The consistency of pipelines is insecure. Conditions of pipelines to transport
alternative energy resources incl. hydrogen powered gas are untransparent. Russia states that Brotherhood pipelines to
Ukraine starting from the Ukrainian border could be outdated and a pipeline security cannot be guaranteed. Likewise, NOST2
pipeline usability for alternative energy channelling is unknown, as reports do not sufficiently present data on suitability for
other than natural gas transports.
In 2015, talks regarding risks were initiated at the German Foreign Ministry (AA). The AA’s position was different against the
Federal Ministry for Energy’s position (BMWi). The BMWi had difficulties to recognise EU-political dimension of this project, as
it was projected to be solely economic instead of state connected.
Q3: To whom were concerns of political risks directed? How were concerns being dealt with?
Germany’s course to technically support Ukraine rather seemed like a symbolic approach to the Ukraine than an honest
cooperation project. It seemed that no one really planned to support Ukraine in this.
Poland’s position seems blurry. It voiced great security concerns and complained to have been integrated in early discussions,
but Poland’s energy structure heavily relies on oil instead of natural gas, is therefore less dependent on Russian energy supplies.
Poland could have expressed its disappointment over missing domestic shale gas resources, and it lost quite some investors
when it became apparent that Poland’s geology didn’t fit fracking procedures to become a future supplier of LNG.
Q4: Which questions had to be asked in order to have avoided an escalation of political dissent among EU partner states?
Transparency in project financing, transparency of involved persons and responsibilities had to be asked for; generally more
questions had to be answered to achieve more project transparency.
Q5: What lessons could be learned from Nord Stream 2 for future projects with European dimension?
The problem is that energy is dealt with as topic of national responsibility. Three main issues of the EU gas directive all trace
back to national responsibilities: 1) Third party interests, 2) Unbundling, 3) Tariffs. What to learn? A regulatory gap in the EU
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needs to be filled to handle untransparent projects; problems include regional disconnection as Russia is not located within the
EU, and personal plus financial lacks of transparency remain. And yes, corporates guiding (foreign) energy politics becomes
apparent here.
(Holz, 2021)

France
The energy situation in France in the years of NOST2 has been relatively relaxed, and France has not
joined NOST2 for energy supply fears, but rather as it noticed a trend of decrease in European energy
production and therefore aimed to contribute to further mid- to long-term energy gas supplies in the
EU.(Engie, 2017) France’s energy mix in early years of NOST2 was steadily fed with around 70-75% of
nuclear energy, followed by sources including hydro power and decreasing amounts of natural
gas.(Planète Énergies, 2018) A reduction of using fossil fuels has been a declared target by the French
government, and wind power has already succeeded gas as the former third largest energy source in
2020.(RTE, 2021) France’s overall natural gas imports with a majority of roughly 39% amount to
Norwegian gas supplies and give no indication to assume a dependency on Russian gas cooperation. (FAZ,
2021) The French energy company Engie was one of the founding companies of NOST2 in 2015. Engie
was founded by a merger of the French government’s Gaz de France and Suez in 2008 and until today
remains under governmental control. (Engie, 2021) To France, cooperation with Russia’s Gazprom
dominated NOST2 was seen with a focus on geopolitics, being influenced by individual strategic courses
of French Presidents Hollande (until 2017) and Macron (since 2017).(Box 8)
Risk analysis of NOST2
The French Military School Strategic Research Institute (IRSEM) conducts risk assessments for the
French government and has summarized risks anticipated with NOST2 in 2018 in a report. According to
the report, and combined with results of an interview with IRSEM (Box 3), France noticed that NOST2
would show clear limitations of the EU strategy to diversify its energy sector. NOST2 was also analysed
upon possibilities to endanger positive cooperation between the EU and Ukraine. Further to this, NOST2
would bring to the surface different perceptions of member states vis-à-vis Russia, and it would clearly
show difficulties that member states of the EU had to balance their politics along with economic interests.
(Marangé, Palle and Ramdani, 2018)
Geopolitical motives
France’s government has shown a clearly strategic motive when it called for a new direction in its political
course towards Russia in August, 2019. According to President Macron, a political distance to Russia
could not be accepted in light of a transforming international environment. EU needed to offer a space for
Russia for cooperation instead of turning towards China. (Macron, 2019) Fearing risks arising from China
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showing up as an attractive partner to Russia, France decided to embrace cooperation with its ‘European
neighbour’ Russia, seeking geopolitical alliances in Eastern Europe. However, in a transforming setting
of EU relations with Russia, France changed its attitude towards Russia and cooperation with NOST in
2020, commented by foreign observers that it had little to lose as it was not depending on gas transits from
Russia. (FAZ, 2021)
International defender of human rights
In September 2020, France’s State Secretary for European Affairs Beaune clearly stated that France would
not support NOST2 for “known reasons” of energy dependency on Russia and in light of happenings with
Navalny (AFP, 2020) France has since kept this course and also detected a bonus for itself by doing so, as
in light of rising EU and international conflicts with Russia over human rights issues surrounding the case
of Russia’s political opponent Navalny, by withdrawing from NOST2 support „(...) France will appear on
the sunny side in human rights issues, and it the French resistance to NOST will also be flattering the
Americans“, commented a French political think-tank.(FAZ, 2021)
France has conducted early risk assessments of cooperation with Russia, and in light of political risks
rising with the case of Navalny or Russian aggressions towards Ukraine has proven to be ready and flexible
to respond to risks. For France, the Engie cooperation with NOST2 resembles a bad business, but those
risks were clearly outweighed by political risks in the EU, geopolitically with Russia, and on an
international political stage to “flatter the Americans”.
Box 7: Interview with Dr. Nicolas Mazzucchi, Chargé de recherches at Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique, 22.03.2021
Q1: Could Nord Stream 2 political escalations have been avoided?
Not necessarily escalations could have been avoided back then. We need to consider that the geopolitical landscape back in
the beginnings of NOST2 was different against today’s, and NOST2 was not yet considered to be a global chessboard of EURussian relations but rather a project focusing on energy infrastructure interests between single states of the EU and a third
country, Russia.
Q2: Following the announcement of Nord Stream 2 project plans in 2015, were political risks evaluated?
France does not yet use much gas supplied by Russia. Until today, only about 17% of France’s energy supplies come from
Russian sources, whereas first suppliers of natural gas would be Norway and Algeria. France’s energy mix also to larger extents
feeds itself by nuclear energy, complemented by the option to use three LNG terminals in France by now. France’s expectations
towards a participation in NOST2 were not as strategic as those of other member states.
France first anticipated NOST as an economic project. Its goal has been to remain strategically energy autonomous, with a
turning point following the Maidan protests in Ukraine (2013/14) resulting in concerns regarding NOST2 gas supplies and
relations to Russia under a new light of geopolitics.
France’s attitude towards NOST also highly depended on the presidency of France, which has changed three times from NOST
1 to 2. President Sarkozy’s approach to Franco-Russian relations was meant to improve bilateral discussions in 2007, followed
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by President Holland’s succession in 2014 who turned more towards NATO, concerned about the annexation of Crimea and no
longer saw Russia as a trustworthy cooperation partner. From 2014-2017, France increasingly turned its attention towards
countries including Poland or the UK and attempted to limit influence of Russia there and in France, respectively. After 2017,
French politics underwent a reset in Franco-Russian politics with the presidency of Macron. First, discussions were restarted,
secondly complaints about the Nord Stream project have stopped, and NOST2 then was labelled a ‘mostly economic project’.
The French approach to Russia did not last long until the Macron presidency took a U-turn in Russian politics following EU
positions that NOST2 implicated threats to the EU cohesion.
Nord Stream 2 as an energy supplier is not important to France, it long has become a game of geopolitical interests.
Q3: To whom were concerns of political risks directed? How were concerns being dealt with?
NOST2 has been often discussed at the EU Council and Commission. Within the EU and related institutions, we find different
positions towards NOST. France in this case prefers bilateral talks with member states in order not to subordinate its energy
interests to those of the EU, and it prefers individual bilateral talks, particularly for issues that are of strategic relevance to the
state, which are under direct control of the President.
Q4: Which questions had to be asked in order to have avoided an escalation of political dissent among EU partner states?
For France, most importantly, NOST2 resembles a bargaining game. If any questions would have helped to avoid dissent among
partners? This truly remains a good question.
Q5: What lessons could be learned from Nord Stream 2 for future projects with European dimension?
The most obvious lesson to be learned could be that EU infrastructure projects are relevant in a complex mix of regional and
international economic and political interests, a fact that must be considered for future infrastructure projects in all areas. It
has become evident that some infrastructure projects could gain more relevance than being of simple economic competitive
nature. Complex questions develop that could become relevant for regional and international allies, security and political affairs.
Taking communication technologies as an example, to install 5G infrastructure is not only a technical project but raises complex
security, political and communication system questions. The outcome of a 5G debate then not only has domestic relevance but
would also be watched internationally and rated politically. Back to NOST, this project is not simply regarded as an economic
project but has gained geopolitical relevance from within the EU member states, in cooperation with third countries, and finally
being rated in connection with US relations. NOST2 has demonstrated that it has become a matter of global interests, and as
such it needs to be dealt with.
Perhaps a creation of an “arbitration mechanism” at the level of the EU Council could help to early address political dissent
among member states and institutions in the EU. Close attention would have to be spent on integrating a mechanism into
existing systems without adding bureaucratic hurdles. As discussions on existing issues are rather reactive, an “anticipation cell”
to constantly scan cohesion threats could help to also foresee risks proactively.
(Mazzucchi, 2021)

European Union
EU-Russian relations have been framed by a Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) for
economics and political affairs since 1997. Several further cooperation formats were installed, including
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the EU-Russian energy dialogue of 2000. Relations, however, were increasingly stressed with Russian
aggressions in Eastern Europe the following years. When Russia cut-off energy supplies to Ukraine, the
EU reacted with a newly installed early warning mechanism to prevent interruptions of gas supplies in
future.(European Commission, 2020a) Relations were mainly damaged with the Russian annexation of
Crimea in 2014, resulting in the EU’s energy dialogue been put on hold, and sanctions directed at
promoting a change in Russia's actions in Ukraine have been adopted. Despite several disputes between
the EU and Russia, the EU is Russia’s first trading partner and Russia remains one of the major gas
suppliers to the EU. (EEAS, 2021) Given this, not only the EU has an interest in cooperation with Russia,
but also Russia has an interest in binding the EU member states as its energy clients. Russia’s dependence
on European gas clients, whether from individual member states or the Union, has been left mostly
underrepresented in public documentation, however, may be considered by member states and the EU as
a useful tool for negotiations, as some government voices suggest.
How has the EU perceived chances and risks with NOST2?
The perspective of the European Union on energy supplies and energy security is transparently illustrated
in the development of its respective regulations and directives (Box 4). Starting from the EU’s third energy
package of 2015, the EU has set a clear focus on diversification of suppliers to safeguard security supplies
in the EU, exactly in the same year as Russia’s sponsored Gazprom NOST2 project was unveiled and
promised that future gas supplies to more than 80% could be delivered from Russia via its Nord Stream
pipelines into the EU. NOST2 clearly has contradicted with EU energy supply diversification targets.
(Denková and Gotev, 2015)
NOST2 by the EU was also early recognized to lead to contradictions with basic EU developments, laws
and regulations. At the latest from 2017 with the financial publication of a consortium of companies from
several EU member states incl. Germany, Austria, Netherlands and France that have joined the Swiss
NOST2 AG, the project could have been regarded as a European project. However, NOST2 was approved
under German law, and from a legal perspective, the EU was given no legal reasons to change that; without
indications to doubt in the abstract legal correctness of the lawful approval process of the new pipeline
conducted in Germany, the EU had no reason to intervene in German national law. (Lecturio, 2016) If the
legal act allowed no suspected collision with EU law, little could have been done by the EU to actively
engage in NOST2 developments but to openly communicate its attitude towards the project. The EU
apparently looked to member states to handle NOST2, and member states like Germany were reported to
look back to the EU for decisions. (Denková and Gotev, 2015) Have NOST2 promoters (e.g. Sass, 2010a;
Pflüger, 2015) detected a weak point in legal conflicts between EU law and a member state law, and has
the EU had missed out to foresee this risk?
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Management of internal risks within the EU
A traditionally less known risk to the EU but one it has increasingly been confronted with is to stimulate
its members to respect core values of the EU. That Germany unilaterally has moved forward in its Russian
cooperation course and therewith consciously put national interests before the EU’s membership value of
solidarity has only been possible as the EU indirectly allowed to disrespect EU solidarity. Has the EU put
a blind spot on internal risk management, by facing multiple external threats simply overlooked its internal
role to safeguard the cohesion of its members in order to internally remain credible and externally appear
united?
The EU openly spoke out and rejected the narrative that energy security within the EU could be improved
by NOST2. It attempted to mitigate risks arising from the Russian-Ukrainian gas dispute by being one
party of the trilateral talks to secure Ukrainian gas transits in 2019.(EEAS, 2021; Posaner, 2019) The EU
also fought off a legal case filed by Gazprom via NOST2 AG in which it tried to be exempted from
unbundling regulations.(General Court of the European Union, 2020) Several EU politicians have
repeatedly called for a stop of NOST2, counting the European Council’s President Tusk as one of the first
ones in 2015 to also call for a European solution instead of seeking “(…) to solve it in bilateral relations
with the suppliers.”(Denková and Gotev, 2015) A letter from the EU Parliament in January 2021 last
demanded to stop the completion of NOST2 in light of threats from Russia and tensions in the case of
Navalny. (Karlsbro et al., 2021; Euractiv, 2021)
With a lens of risk management facing NOST2, the EU had shown to have early understood and analysed
its externally threatened position in EU-Russian relations, has analysed several options to respond to risks
with its tools of e.g. sanctions, and it engaged in trilateral external talks to support Ukraine-Russian gas
transits or called on its members to refrain from EU-disconnected national talks with Russia. Its awareness
to EU-external threats and respective risk management capabilities have been proven in light of NOST2.
However, regarding the pressing question and threat to its core on how to avoid a destabilization of the
EU by member states gambling off European values against domestic interests, and how to safeguard
internal cohesion of EU members, has yet been unaddressed.
Box 8: Interview with Dr. Jörg Wojahn, Head of European Commission Representative Office Germany, 04.03.2021
Q1: Could Nord Stream 2 political escalations have been avoided?
Speaking for the EU Commission, a look into the “EU Gas Directive” (2019/692) could provide an answer, which foresees
ownership unbundling, third-party access, non-discriminatory tariffs and transparency requirements. In general, the European
Union pursues a strategy of energy supply diversification. It should be noted that NOST2 enables an infrastructure for capacities
that go well beyond European gas demands. Fact is, the EU does not have a need for additional natural gas supply capacities
until 2035.
Q2: Following the announcement of Nord Stream 2 project plans in 2015, were political risks evaluated?
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Germany has made a unilateral decision as it refrained from consulting the NOST2 project with its EU partners.
Germany noticed the subsequent reactions from the Baltic States and Poland. Baltic States and Poland raised their concerns
regarding NOST2 in Berlin early on. At the latest by then, no one in the German government could blind out the international
political risk aspect of NOST2. Behind the scenes, the French government also raised concerns regarding NOST2.
The German initial narrative that NOST2 was solely a private sector project was never credible to any expert observer. At the
same time, it was obvious how for the Kremlin it was always a strategic one with geopolitical objectives. The Austrian project
partner OMV and its CEO, the former Wintershall CEO, are playing a key role in promoting the Nord Stream 2 project.
From a purely short-term German perspective, Germany has a legitimate interest in NOST2 to secure direct gas supplies from
Russia without passing any transit countries. However, by seeking this access Germany is showing disregard for the interests
of other EU member states.
Q3: To whom were concerns of political risks directed? How were concerns being dealt with?
First of all, the European Commission does not support Nord Stream 2.
The EU’s role in this is limited to reminding EU members to comply with EU-laws and regulations.
Member States’ concerns were brought to the knowledge of the European Commission. The Commission scrutinised the
project. However, it can only do so within the scope of the Gas Directive. In the process, the Commission has ensured
compliance with the Gas Directive.
Baltic States and Poland have made their opposition clear in Berlin. Also the French government has signalled its concerns. The
German government has widely ignored concerns but reiterated its position that NOST2 was merely a “private sector” project.
Nevertheless, Berlin acknowledged the strategic and political dimension by hosting the talks for the Russian-Ukrainian gas
treaty and by providing its good services in the negotiations. Only in 2020, Germany started to address its EU neighbours’
concerns by discussing a reverse-flow option for Poland.
In regard to US LNG supplies, the German government seemed to believe that by considering imports they could appease the
Trump Administration’s opposition against NOST2. At the same time, President Trump’s push for US LNG was a welcome
rhetoric gift to all NOST2 supporters that enabled them to frame the US opposition against NOST2 as American economic selfinterest. It also allowed them to pander to Anti-American reflexes that do not only exist in Germany’s East.
An obvious alternative for LNG supplies to Europe could be imports from Qatar. There is, in fact, no need for US LNG if LNG is
what Germany wants in order to diversify away from its dependency on Russian gas.
Q4: Which questions had to be asked in order to have avoided an escalation of political dissent among EU partner states?
What should have been done? Recognise and acknowledge that NOST has geopolitical and strategic dimension. Consequently,
a proactive consultation approach towards partner countries in Eastern Europe would have been necessary to understand and
finally mitigate worries about geopolitical risks resulting from NOST2.
Q5: What lessons could be learned from Nord Stream 2 for future projects with European dimension?
Additional pipelines would only be reasonable if they can increase capacities for green hydrogen transports. There is no obvious
source of green hydrogen inside the Russian Federation, even in the long run.
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Political networks created by Russian energy interests require attention; Germany’s former chancellor joined Gazprom’s board
years ago. Austria’s former foreign minister just joined the board of Rosneft; Austria’s former Minister of Finance is an advisor
to Gazprom. Germany’s foreign policy should rebalance between the pursuit of short-term economic interests and long-term
geopolitical interests.
Germany needs to think and act more strategically and geo-strategically. It must take into account the interests of EU partners
in economic and political projects of EU dimension.
(Wojahn, 2021)

Risk perceptions compared
According to selected country perspectives, several motives can be summarized that have played a main
role in the perception of political risks in light of NOST2 (Table 4).
Table 4 visualises how EU members follow different political motives to rate political risks within the EU.
Outlined motives depend on individual perceptions, partly influenced by historical elements (nostalgic
sentiments in Germany and Russia, appearance as Visegrad States to promote Eastern European interests
in the EU), partly influenced by present political interests (e.g. domestic party conflicts in Germany,
domestic energy market interests in France, national security concerns in Poland) to present-future
interests (e.g. ensuring EU cohesion and solidarity among members, compliance with EU laws and
regulations,

Table 4: Political risk perception – regional interests concerning Nord Stream 2
Domestic
politics

PL
DE

x

FR

x

EU

National
security

Compliance
with EU laws
& regulations

Solidarity with
EU values &
EU members

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Balancing
state powers
in the EU

x

Thinking
geopolitically/
-strategically

Infrastructure
projects as an
economic and
political mix

x

x

Source: Interviews with Polish government, German government advisors, French government, EU Commission, 2021.

acting geopolitically and geo-strategically, understanding infrastructure projects in Europe with a
combined economic and political importance). NOST2 as a project example has shown clearly that not
only political risks in the EU and among its member states are perceived differently, but it has also shown
that core values of the EU can be gambled to promote national interests against EU solidarity principles.
A full analysis of all EU members’ perceptions of risks concerning EU projects can be expected to
underline the variety of interests and coherences with EU principles.
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This approach to country perceptions of political risks could stimulate a future communication process
within the EU as an early-alert system to detect political risks not only for individual member states but
for the EU’s cohesion and solidarity among its members.

V) Discussion
Political risk management in the EU – how the EU’s core values of respect, diversity, and solidarity, if not
respected and safeguarded, could become both a tool and a target of fundamental threats to the Union has
been illustrated with above examples: by trusting in its members to respect and act according to EU interest,
the EU delegates legal decisions to member states; states would not interfere in economic decisions,
according to principles of a social and free market economy; and economic decisions could both influence
or be influenced by political interests. In case of NOST2, it has caused political escalations from an EU
level to an international scale. Could escalations have been avoided by risk management? Approaches on
how to early assess political threats will be discussed in this section. Ideas and concepts from existing risk
perception studies, risk management practices, and expert interviews will deal as a source of inspiration.
Status-quo of political risk perception and management
The EU’s current setting of risk management not only pays an increasing attendance to risks in external
affairs or its principal areas like energy, but it also calls to perceive and analyse political and geopolitical
threats in new directives in principle areas, exemplified in the development of gas directives (Box 4). The
EU Commission has clearly defined goals to strengthen and develop the EU in a setting of global,
geopolitical transformation:
“This will be a ‘Geopolitical Commission’.
I believe that we need to speak and listen more to one another, starting from within the Commission.”
Mission letter of the President Elect of the European Commission (von der Leyen, 2019)

Global transformation brings unprecedented chances and challenges. Challenges can appear from the most
unexpected sources, and threats not necessarily attack from the outside but could also be induced internally
to destabilize a group or union like the EU from within. Political systems are undergoing a massive
transformation, a process Gould-Davies described with ‘tectonic political shifts’(Gould-Davies, 2019),
which suggests that also core values of political systems could become a target of attacks from systemic
rivals. How subtle core EU values like democracy could be threatened by elements induced from the
outside has already found scientific attention in studies on ‘cognitive warfare’ (Orinx and Struye de
Swielande, 2021). However, how these and other stimulants of conflict could divide groups like the EU
internally and threaten its common spirit, has not found systematic attention in the EU, yet.
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The EU has already started to identify and address political and geopolitical risks of rising superpowers
following a non-democratic approach to expand their own political systems of centralised authoritarian
power and through soft power, political pressure and military aggression to claim a position in global
leadership. As such, EU High Representative and Vice-President of the EU Commission Josep Borrell
recognized threats and publicly warned of global rivals when he addressed three ‘old empires’ Russia,
China and Turkey to return, a warning that has been underlined by EU Commission President von der
Leyen’s clear words on China as a threat to the EU. (EU debates team, 2020). Despite those warnings, the
corresponding anticipation of risks and how to handle them is based on individual perception, and the less
perceptions are shared within a group, the greater risks will be to create distrust in a group, as Borrell’s
visit to Moscow in 2021 has shown. This visit was widely unsupported by members and raised anger
within the Union over uncoordinated interaction with Russia in light conflicts incl. NOST2. (European
Parliament, 2021) Once more, it shows that in the EU there is no political risk management or strategic
foresight tool to handle internal threats to its cohesion or its core values, yet.
Political risk management toolkits for the EU
To confront external threats, the EU it has already set up a toolbox. But to understand and analyse, mitigate,
respond to risks and foresee them, it needs a comprehensive approach that cannot leave open targets for
attacks from within the EU or conflicts threatening the EU’s core character as a Union. A blind spot on
internal and political risks has proven to leave space for vulnerability. The EU needs to turn a risk spot on
internal threats arising from projects like NOST2 and political risks, threats that without an early-alert
system could divide the EU from within. What could be a toolkit for political risk management in the EU?
Several risk management tools have already been introduced to the EU. We have seen that through the
CSDP based on TFEU Article 222, scenario planning is a common risk assessment practice. A concrete
example gives ENTSOG (Chapter II), which is appointed to conduct scenarios and manage energy supply
risks with geopolitical implications. France has installed a “European Intervention Initiative (EI)” in 2018
to tackle geopolitical risks, however the initiative has practically not shown much support within the EU
until 2021.(Ministère des Armées, 2020) The European Parliament’s report on “Towards a more resilient
Europe post-coronavirus” explicitly maps ‘structural risks facing the EU’(European Parliament, 2020b),
and the Strategic Foresight Primer also suggests a variety of tools to analyse risks. (Wilkinson, 2017)
These reports also give hints how to manage complex risks rooting in diversities like cultural perceptions.
Once influencing factors to individual perceptions for a group decision have been analysed, emotional
barriers or culture barriers could be turned into an asset by e.g. stimulating through incentives “(…) a
political culture that rewards farsightedness and commitment devices of various kinds to ensure that
governments give adequate attention to future risks, threats, vulnerabilities.” (Wilkinson, 2017, p.7) The
key to risk management success in a multicultural environment has already been identified as
communication and incentives to support a common target. Aside of scenario planning, also horizon
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scanning, analysis of megatrends, visioning and back casting, policy gaming or design future projects
could help at different levels to foresee risks and be prepared to manage them early through intervention.
As risk expert Slovic argues, risk perception and management also require flexibility, which suggests that
in transforming global environments many roads lead to Rome Risks. (Wilkinson, 2017; Slovic, 1987)
What all tools have in common is that sooner or later the one who assesses risks needs to ask itself what
is at stake. In a group of 27 members in the EU, who, by the logic of the EU, jointly form policies for the
EU, the diversity of perceptions is the key to find a common interest and avoid blind spots of risks.
Complex models could assist to determine risk management cost-benefit ratios (Weber and Hsee, 1998,
p.1206), or through a simple communication process initiated, first to clarify the EU’s political risk
appetite before finding a suitable tool to analyse risks.
Determining the EU’s ‘political risk appetite’
What is at stake for the EU? In a number of cases, the EU has already experienced threats to its internal
cohesion. Once identified what is at stake, one’s risk appetite becomes clear. At the latest with NOST2,
the EU and its members now have become aware that
•

Member states have attempted to handle projects of a European dimension with third countries
unilaterally, therewith have caused dissonance on a common understanding of the EU’s core values
like solidarity or equality. This has caused cracks in some of the main pillars EU members believed in
the Union had built itself upon.

•

The Polish view on NOST2 has shown a clear sensitivity for power balances. Poland noticed a division
of policy-takers and policymakers in the EU (Box 5), which mirrors unbalanced power and raises
questions of discrimination and solidarity by stronger towards weaker states. If weaker states could
not see their interests reflected in stronger states’ actions, distrust in the Union would be rising and
interest to support the EU would decrease.

•

Regional memory of Eastern EU states influences perceptions of national security risks. Interests to
support EU neighbours in EU buffer zones towards ‘threatening countries’ like Russia are shared by
a number of EU members and in case of NOST2 have been left politically unaddressed by project
planners. From an Eastern European perspective, even as a group, states with profound experiences
and resulting perceptions on security risks had not enough weight to make their safety concerns heard
and addressed in a project with EU dimension.

•

From a security perspective of France, loopholes in EU regulations for a complex mix of economic
and political interests in infrastructure projects exist and allow economic interests to outplay political
or security concerns. (Box 8)
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•

A blind spot on safeguarding the EU’s core values and cohesion is also offering a wide target for
harmful actions, such as to destabilize a democracy from within by ‘cognitive warfare’(Orinx and
Struye de Swielande, 2021).

•

Without an eye on internal and political risks, the EU could not conduct a comprehensive risk
management. Without a comprehensive risk management, it could not fully foresee threats. Without
foresight, the EU would only be able to react and unable to strategically balance its interests in a
geopolitical competitive environment.

The above list shows some of the main political risks that have been identified around NOST2. Given the
nature of the EU, as a group it needs support from its members. If member states were given reasons to
doubt in the Union’s core values and to act as a group, if they were given reasons to build distrust in the
EU to represent their interests, if they felt their national safety could be put at risk resulting from decisions
made or not made within the EU, and if loopholes in regulations as well as blind spots on internal and
political risks remained, the group would break apart. Speaking of risk management, the EU would be
better off to soon adjust its ‘risk appetite’ for future projects and leave no more space to be destabilized or
even attacked in its nature as a Union and its core values.
What would it cost? As Rice and Zegart suggested, risk management is not sexy. It is hard to understand,
to measure, update and to communicate.(Rice and Zegart, 2018, p.82) However, considering costs the EU
had to pay without a comprehensive risk management, to install any political risk management process
appears reasonable to safeguard the existence of the EU, as long as members have an interest to support
it. That such interest cannot be taken for granted, has already been shown with Brexit, but also further
countries as Hungary have already in light of NOST2 complained that the EU rather resembles a threat to
them than a benefit.(Gotev, 2015a)
Ask the right questions – understand, analyse, mitigate, respond
The first step to assess risks is to ask the right questions and understand the overall situation. Guided by
the UAMR model, Rice and Zegart suggest a comprehensive and clear question set for political risks that
have already been identified to understand and evaluate them, as well as to develop questions for
mitigation and response. Which questions the EU would need to answer in order to understand and manage
political risks that threaten its inner cohesion have analogously been outlined in the following model
(Table 5). This model asks questions in order to manage a threat that through NOST2 has become clear:
the EU’s fundamental structure as a Union at risk.
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Table 5: Political risk management: Toolkit for the EU
1.

Understand

Risk appetite

Awareness

Blind spots

Assuming that EU has found its core

Could all member states acknowledge

Include all member perspectives to

structure as a union at risk, it needs to

political risk threatening e.g. basic

avoid blind spots.

understand exactly what these risks

stability of the EU? If not, what

mean and if it is willing to take this risk.

incentives could be created to change
that?

How could the EU install a process to

What unbureaucratic communication

What incentive could stimulate that

regularly determine and update risk

process among members could best

members switch perspectives to assess

appetite, e.g. a regular meeting of all

address risks ad-hoc and in future?

risks from national to EU views?

member states’ representatives,

How could the same right and power

complementing high-level security/

be ensured to be heard individually, to

strategic foresight meetings?

avoid group-think?

2.

Analyse

Information

Rigorous analysis

Integration

Has the EU gotten information about

Has the EU ensured for political risks to

Could the analysis of risks influence

political risks from all its 27 member

be assessed by (geo-) political analysts?

policy making? If yes, what could be

states?

How can authentic analysis against

consequences?

lobbying be ensured?
Do information correspond with

Has a variety of tools been applied and

Has the EU ensured that political risk

respective risk issues, and were they

compared to reduce blind spots?

thinking will be an essential part of

based on relevant perception, e.g.

future decisions, a criteria that needs

cultural or political experience?

to be considered in policy decision
making per se?

3.

Mitigate

Exposure

Early-alert system

Limit the damage

How could exposure to identified risks

Does our system in place allows for

How could the damage to e.g. cohesion

as internal conflict, authoritarian (soft)

timely warning and action against

be limited when something bad to it,

power, dealing with geopolitical

threats?

e.g. Brexit, already happened?

What is the crucial point of conflict of

What proactive, timely, and situational

Can members of the EU that already

interests in value assets and

awareness for sudden political risks

feel detached from the idea of unity be

vulnerability? Could critical assets be

does the EU have? Has it built backups

pulled back on board of the Union? If

dispersed, what allies would still

or hidden ‘tripwires’ that could trigger

not, how to keep partners instead of

support?

protocols or actions?

building enemies to promote own

threats, … be reduced?

interests in future?
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4.

Respond

Incentive

Effectiveness

Lessons learned

Have we set the right incentives to

Are reactions to threats effective to

What mechanisms can we install to

detect risks?

stop/ milder them?

learn from past lessons?

Do not plan to reward streamlined ‘no

Could the EU respond to stop acute

What incentives could the EU build to

risk’ attitudes; allow weak signals, take

conflicts? Does it have an emergency

continuously train its members and risk

soft

team for responses ready to effectively

management teams to learn from past,

respond to internal and external

current, and detected future threats?

questions?
(Source: Own model based on political risk management model by Rice and Zegart, 2018, p.258)

This model is not limited to one single threat analysis. If answered by all EU member states, different
perceptions of risks will become clear and threats could be thoroughly managed. To conduct risk
perception analysis, it further requires to clarify when and by whom risks should be assessed.
When to conduct political risk management?
When political risks knocking at one’s door they are already hard to handle. It becomes even harder with
the seriousness of harm they have already caused. A continuous process of political risk management
could help to detect main changes, challenges but also chances for the EU. If effectively installed,
members could early address any detected risks, and the EU could early manage risks until they own them,
i.e. surprises will be reduced to a minimum. Based on its experience with NOST2, the EU should take
special caution when it encounters scenarios in which states navigate into a side-line political course that
turns against the course of the EU. The EU now also needs to be on high alert whenever ‘principal areas’,
its infrastructures like energy (NOST2), health (‘health diplomacy’), communication (5G-debate) or its
core values evolve to be put at risk or gambled off.(Expert talk IRSEM, 2021) It should further learn from
its lesson with NOST2 and prevent through strategic foresight for economic projects to find loopholes in
EU regulations that could lead to dominated national politics against the major interest of EU members.
By whom to conduct political risk management?
Following risk management experts and individual perceptions gained through interviews for this work,
it is suggested to include all members in an equal process to equally share their perceived risks within the
EU. No single risk manager could replace the competence of 27 member states to share individual cultural
and political memories resulting in individual perceptions of chances but also risks. This diversity of
knowledge needs to be utilized and protected. With diversity as the EU’s common core asset, threats from
authoritarian systems could have a hardship to expand autocratic central leadership to the EU. Only if
united in its core, the EU could also demonstrate unity towards the outside. To become globally
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competitive as a geopolitical commission, unity could be crucial to this plan. The EU needs to ensure
diversity and make full use of it to safeguard its core values against internal and external risks.
Who could evaluate and who could address risks? Rice and Zegart argue that final decisions about an
organisation’s security should gain the organisation’s top functions’ attendance(Rice and Zegart, 2018,
pp.78–104). Some, however, fear that depending on individual educative backgrounds of executives, only
known risks would be perceived and could be assessed (Kleinhesselink and Rosa, 1991, p.19 Box 5). To
avoid that a top executive only addresses financial threats assessed with a financial perspective, it could
be recommended to appoint a multidisciplinary team of different functions incl. political experts, experts
in international relations, economics, environment, and cyber threats to address the EU’s principal areas
of concern, and to ensure crucial infrastructures within the EU to be assessed from different perspectives.
To whom to address political risks?
Political risks identified should be of great concern to a political organisation, especially when threats to
its core elements have been addressed. Ignoring political risks could lead to a political disaster, compared
by Slovic with a tiny stone falling into waters; first it causes small circles, but ripples spreading outwards
could soon not only affect the near and direct affiliated but in extreme cases cause damage in
unprecedented circles. (Slovic, 1987) NOST2 confirms this assumption, as neither during NOST1 nor
towards the beginnings of NOST2 the US have signalled protest concerning these projects. Over the past
six years, however, NOST2 has become a matter of international dimension with US sanctions imposed
to NOST2 suppliers in Europe. In order to avoid such unforeseen consequences in future, top decision
makers in the EU should be informed about political risks. A process similar to ENTSOG to be responsible
for energy supply alerts could be an option.
What to avoid?
Great concerns were raised towards new ‘bureaucratic monsters’ entering the EU. Bureaucracy could
hinder fast reaction, timely information, and early-alerts – crucial elements in political risk management.
(Box 4) The EU should, therefore, develop a communication process that allows uncomplicated,
unbureaucratic, ad-hoc (on demand) as well as regular risk management reviews and previews among its
members. Nationally inspired action has not yet been accepted, as the French process of EI has shown. No
national responsibility should lead the political risk management process. (Box 3) Lobbying should be
excluded and avoided in order to allow members in an unbalanced environment still evenly to have their
risk concerns being heard. (Box 4, Box 8) Consequences of political risk management practices are also
feared. It must be considered that some member states currently have no interest to subordinate their
national interests to the EU. (Box 7) It could also evaluate if security decisions could be made by majority
vote to avoid unilateral actions dominating EU concerns, however should be aware of group building
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within the EU that could hinder individual risk perception to be heard.(Box 5) The EU needs to consider
incentives to get everyone on board in order to be ready for (risk management) consolidated action.
What the EU could gain with political risk management?
With political risk management processes based on individual perceptions of member states, the EU would
massively increase its capacity in strategic foresight and could avoid further sudden or unexpected harm
to its inner cohesion. Despite new workload to set up political risk sensors in both external and internal
political threat scenarios, it would be prepared to early detect risks in future, foresee their consequences
and manage risks accordingly to avoid political escalations in all possibly ways. This would increase the
EU’s capacity to act united and set common goals in its strategic planning.
With a comprehensive risk management of both external threats from the outside but also assessments of
political risks and threats arising from within the organisation, the EU could have a chance to avoid further
member states to exit the Union, it could create new incentives for member states to regain trust in benefits
of their membership and identify themselves with safeguarded common values like democracy, and
through consolidated action and support by its members it could increase its strength and voice in a global
transformative era of ‘tectonic shifts’.
This work has identified several areas that would allow deeper research in future.
•

Where exactly to install a communication process to assess and manage political and internal risks in
the EU and supplementary in EU member states? Could political risk management be integrated into
existing risk management processes?

•

How could the EU open a dialogue over its core values without risking to lose them in discussion?

•

How could the EU fill regulatory gaps to balance national vs. EU interests and avoid that states
disrespect core EU values in favour for national issues?

VI) Conclusion
This work has elaborated over the development of a political risk that has first been left unattended and
later become too complex to be easily mitigated and handled: Nord Stream 2 has divided European states
and caused fundamental distrust of member states in the European Union.
Based on an analysis of current risk management practice in the EU, it has become clear that no process
to manage political risks has yet successfully been established. The EU knows how to respond to external
threats, but it does not know how to handle internal conflicts, of which one of its core elements of cohesion
executed through solidarity of member states has been severely damaged under NOST2.
To approach the risk management situation in the EU and evaluate what tools it could be applied to avoid
political risks leading to escalations in future, this work has shed light on the origins of risk perception.
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Risk perception studies have shown that diversity and cultural differences in risk management could be
extremely beneficial to political risk management. The more diversity, the less blind spots. 27 member
states all have different cultural, educative, and political parameters to assess risks. Taken together this
diversity of risk perceptions, a comprehensive early alert system of risks could be established that would
address threats not only from the outside but also from the inside of an organisation. Benefits to protect
the EU’s core values should in any case outweigh costs to evaluate individual member states’ perceptions.
If this blind spot on risks is set to threats that develop from within an organisation, it could fundamentally
destroy trust and support. Political risks could appear in multiple forms, and in the EU internal cohesion
context, they remain unaddressed.
In search of a way to include political risk management processes in the EU, the EU’s current risk
management setting was analysed upon a concrete example: Nord Stream 2. It became clear that in light
of the EU’s plan to build up an internal market, it has gradually strengthened its capacities to safeguard
energy supplies in Europe, e.g. through an Energy Union. However, the current work has demonstrated
that the EU despite all efforts to conduct energy risk management scenarios, it still has underestimated the
power of political risks arising over conflicts with Russia. Conflicts between the EU and Russia have
accelerated in a dimension that even old energy cooperation agreements have been put on hold in light of
human rights issues and increasing territorial threats in Eastern Europe, especially in Ukraine. Although
political conflicts in the EU and threats to its cohesion both externally and internally stimulated, the EU
and its member states have not yet installed a communication process to include political risk management
in their daily practice. As a result, member states have turned away from the EU over disputes with single
states that utilized their powerful position to dictate European energy politics based on national interests.
The EU finds itself helpless to legally intervene, as with NOST2 a loophole in energy infrastructure
regulations delegates decision power to single member states. In this case, a member state had no legal
binding obligation to consider EU interests in a ‘solely commercial project’ approval according to member
state law. Once detected, political risk management could have helped to mitigate consequences. If not
mitigated, NOST2 has shown how situations would further escalate.
Further findings include several risk management processes the EU has installed to cope with challenges,
mostly connected to its aim to increase its competence in strategic foresight and geopolitical action, which
could be considered for installing political risk management processes in future. In case of NOST2, more
subcategories of political risks have also been identified in complex relations of politics with the energy
industry, nostalgic sentiments towards Russia that in the case of Germany still influence old economic
models of “change through (trade) approach”, corruption and lobbying, or Russia’s ‘carrots-and-sticks’
strategy to deal with foreign partners.
Individual country perceptions on NOST2 and detected risks have been outlined in order to showcase
differences in perception, but also how different perceptions could lead to changed perspectives to
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understand motives of each country. What they have in common is that the EU’s core values of solidarity,
cohesion, but also foreign policy with European neighbours and the Energy Union were put on risk by one
single project, NOST2.
Core findings have been summarized in the discussion. Main arguments for political risk management
have been outlined, suggestions for lessons learned from NOST2 been included and several ways to
address political risks within the EU have been considered to set up one simple toolkit. This easily
applicable toolkit of main questions to assess political risks has been transferred to the current scenario of
threats to the EU deriving from NOST2.
In order for the EU to safeguard its existence as a Union threatened in a globally transformative
environment, and in order to protect its core values, it has to increase its risk management capacities to
deal with political risks and manage them. To achieve this, it has the best advisors: by including risk
perceptions from all member states it will be able to avoid blind spots and early detect threats both from
the outside as well as from within the Union. The included toolkit will help to do a first approach towards
political risk management, whether in member states or in the EU.
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